HOW TO READ YOUR CUSTOMER ACCOUNT STATEMENTS
The Kansas Area United Methodist Foundation changed their investment manager to
Wespath Institutional Investments in November 2019.
Statements issued after
December 1, 2019 are in an updated format due to the change. This instruction sheet
was developed to assist our churches and individuals to better understand the
information that is on the customer statements.
The Customer Statement summarizes the activity in the account for the calendar year
as of the date of the report, and provides the fair market value and the cost basis of
the assets in the account. Please review your customer statement as you read this
instruction sheet.
Customer statements are available on a quarterly, semi-annual, or annual basis. When
a client establishes an account with the Foundation, they are requested to select the
reporting period for their customer statements. If you wish to change the reporting
period of your statements, please contact the Foundation.
The Foundation has elected to print its customer statements for all activity in the
account from January 1 to the date of the statement for the current calendar year. For
example, a statement dated June 30 will provide a report of all activity from January 1
through June 30 of the current calendar year. While the Foundation has the capability
of printing statements that only cover activity for a month for a monthly statement, or
for a calendar quarter for quarterly statements, the Foundation has found that the
United Methodist Churches that it serves prefer to receive a cumulative report for their
selected reporting period so that the Churches do not have to look at prior monthly or
quarterly statements to review the activity in an account for the calendar year to date.
CUSTOMER STATEMENTS

The “Time Period” that the customer statement is reporting is printed at the upper
right hand corner of the statement, below the heading CUSTOMER STATEMENT.
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The “Account Number” appears at the upper right hand corner of the statement,
below the Time Period. For accounts owned by United Methodist Churches, the account
number has a distinctive mark that contains the first four letters of the city where the
church is located, followed by four letters identifying the church, such as FUMC for First
United Methodist Church. If a church has more than one account with the Foundation,
the account numbers are further identified with a number indicating the number of the
account in relation to all of the church’s accounts. For example, the fifth account
established by the First United Methodist Church of Anytown, Kansas would have an
account number of ANYTFUMC5.
The “Account Name” then appears below the Account Number, and shows the name
assigned by the customer to the account.
ASSET SUMMARY

The ASSET SUMMARY provides a listing of investment assets by category and the
percentage of each asset category to the total assets of the account. The color pie
chart visually assists you to view the percentages of the various types of asset
categories in your account.
ACCOUNT ACTIVITY SUMMARY

The Account Activity Summary provides the following information:
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The “Beginning Balance” shows an amount that includes the realized capital
gains/losses and retained income that are in the account as of the last day of the
previous calendar year at the fair market value.
The “Deposits to Account” show any additional principal contributions to the
account during the calendar year as of the date of the report. For those clients
who have all or a portion of their interest, dividends and capital gains rolled over
into principal, such rollovers will show on the statement as transfers.
The “Disbursements” line item reflects all distributions that have been made
from this account in the calendar year as of the date of the report.
The “Transfers” line item reflects any amounts that may have been transferred
from your account to another existing account at the Foundation, or an amount
that may have been transferred to your account from another existing account at
the Foundation during the calendar year as of the date of the report or reinvest
income to principal.
The “Expenses” line item reflects all expenses that are incurred in an account,
such as investment fees, administrative fees paid to the Foundation, and foreign
taxes on non-U.S. investments. Wespath investments are shown net of all
investment and management fees.
The “Income” line item reflects primarily the interest and dividend income
earned for the account as of the date of the report. The investment’s total
growth will also include both the “Realized Capital Gains” and “Change in Market
Value.” The Balanced Fund and the Equity Fund are invested in ways that
generate growth not captured in the income line. Please consider all three lines
of the account statement.
The “Realized Capital Gains (Loss)” line item reflects all realized capital gains
and/or losses that have been incurred in the sale of assets for the account and
capital gain distributions from mutual funds in the calendar year as of the date of
the report. Some clients consider capital gains as income, while other clients
consider capital gains as additional principal. Because the Foundation can only
use one accounting process for its accounts, the capital gains/losses are
allocated to the principal of the account for reporting purposes. For a total
return on the account, you would need to add together the Income amount and
the Capital Gains/Losses amount, less the amount of Expenses.
The “Change in Market Value” line item is a profit that exists on paper,
resulting from any type of investment. An unrealized gain is a profitable position
that has yet to be cashed in, such as a winning stock position that remains open.
A gain becomes realized once the position is closed for a profit. An unrealized
loss is a loss that results from holding onto an asset after it has decreased in
price, rather than selling it and realizing the loss.
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The “Ending Balance” line item reflects the sum total of all of the previous line
item entries in the Account Activity Summary at their fair market value as of the
date of the report.
INCOME & EXPENSES SECTION, if applicable

The Income & Expenses Section of your customer statement shows all income items
received into your account and all expenses paid from income, giving you the net
income for your account as of the date of the statement for the current calendar year.
DEPOSITS & DISBURSEMENT

The Deposits & Disbursement Section of your customer statement list all deposits to the
account and all disbursements made from the account for the current calendar year as
of the date of the statement. When there has been a change of investment funds, the
closing of the old investment fund may appear as a disbursement, and the purchase of
the new investment fund may appear as a deposit.
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PURCHASE/SALE DETAILS

The Purchase/Sale Details provide information relative to the purchase and sale of
shares of investment funds or other investment assets. The Purchase Details show the
date of purchase of an investment fund or asset, the price per share of the purchase,
the total shares purchased of the investment fund, and the total dollar amount of the
purchase. The Sale Details will provide the same information for the sale of shares of
an investment fund or asset. The total shares being sold of an investment fund or
asset will appear as a negative number in the statement. When shares of a money
market fund are sold to cover a disbursement or the purchase of an investment, such
transaction will appear as a sale detail. When there has been a change of investment
funds, the closing of the old investment fund may appear as a sale, and the purchase of
the new investment fund may appear as a purchase.
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NOTES

The Foundation will post current news and information on its investment fund
performance in the Notes section of the customer statements.
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OTHER REPORTS AVALIABLE UPON REQUEST
AVAILABLE INCOME REPORT

Many churches have accounts where they only spend the “AVAILABLE INCOME”,
being interest and dividend income that has been earned in the account less any
disbursements that were paid out of the income. With the Foundation’s accounting
software, the Foundation may print a separate report for “Available Income” in your
account if your account is restricted to disbursing only the net income.
The format of the “Available Income Report” is as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The “Retained Earnings” line item identifies the net income from prior
calendar years that has been accumulated in the account and not
disbursed through the end of the previous calendar year.
The “Interest and Dividends” line item provides the information on the
net income and dividends and possibly other income received in your
account for the current calendar year to the date of the Report.
The “Expenses” line item identifies all the expenses that are incurred in
an account such as management fees paid to money managers,
administrative fees paid to the Foundation, and foreign taxes on non-U.S.
investments in the account for the current calendar year to the date of the
Report.
The “Distributions” line item shows the disbursements that have been
made from income in the account for the current calendar year to the
date of the Report.
The “Balance Total” then provides the total of Retained Earnings, plus
Current Year Interest and Dividends, less Distributions, as of the date of
the Report. The Balance Total dollar amount is included in the investment
assets shown on the customer statement, and does not represent funds in
addition to the investment assets. If the Balance Total is a negative
figure, then disbursements have exceeded the available interest and
dividend income.
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